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SOUTHGATE PLAYFIELD RENOVATION
Milwaukee Recreation’s network of 52 outdoor playfields was developed 
in the early to mid-1900’s.  As such, time, use, and changing neighborhood 
demographics resulted in recreation spaces that were no longer meeting 
the needs of their surrounding communities.  Recognizing this problem, 
the department retained a consultant to conduct a review of its outdoor 
recreation facilities and created a master plan which provided a vision for 
the future growth and development of these locations. 

In lieu of merely addressing improvements based on physical condition, 
Milwaukee Recreation developed an equity-focused index that used 
neighborhood, population, and playfield condition characteristics to 
prioritize which locations would be redeveloped first.  This approach 
sought to ensure that planned improvements were made from an 
equitable lens.  Using this methodology, Southgate Playfield rose to the 
top of the list and was identified as one of the first three locations to be 
renovated. 

Southgate Playfield serves the residents of the Southgate neighborhood 
on Milwaukee’s southside. The 2019-2020 renovation was the first major 
investment to the playfield since the 1950s, when 100 percent of the site 
was paved with asphalt. With a high population density of children in the 
neighborhood, this project represented a tremendous opportunity to 
enhance the quality of life for more than 2,732 individuals who live in the 
area. 



Community Engagement
The overall goal of this venture was to create a dynamic and 
intergenerational destination that showcases neighborhood 
pride and provides families with a place to gather, learn, and 
recreate, while addressing issues of social equity, public health, 
and community vibrancy. The final design of Southgate 
Playfield was driven by the community, as Milwaukee 
Recreation generated detailed needs assessments, extensively 
engaged members of the neighborhood, and worked 
effectively with community stakeholders.

The community-driven design for Southgate Playfield replaced 
nearly two acres of asphalt with amenities that provide 
opportunities for play, public gathering, and free summer 
playground programming, while featuring a greener, shadier, 
and more inviting destination for all members of the 
community. The project incorporated modern playground 
equipment with poured-in-place rubber surfacing, play 
mounds, a hill-side slide, circular basketball courts, flexible 
painted play areas, a loop trail, and a splash pad.
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Grand Reopening
Milwaukee Recreation officially reopened the new playfield in 
August 2020 with a virtual celebration and ribbon-cutting 
ceremony, and the feedback from the community has been 
incredibly positive. “I’m loving this new playground… Beautiful 
addition to our neighborhood,” Jan Szemborski commented on 
Facebook. “It’s a wonderful design and a wonderful play area,” 
added Hope Baleywah.

This project transformed Southgate Playfield from an asphalt 
desert into a green oasis that now thrives as young people and 
the greater community return to the playfield to create memories 
that will last a lifetime.

Project partners included: The City of Milwaukee Department of 
Public Works and the Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District.

Consultants include: 
Community Engagement: Ayers Associates 
Design: SmithGroup that led a multidisciplinary team that 
included landscape architects, civil engineers, architects, 
structural, mechanical, electrical and plumbing engineers, and 
geotechnical and environmental professionals

https://www.facebook.com/MilwaukeeRecreation/posts/3566243716802981
https://www.facebook.com/MilwaukeeRecreation/posts/3329835993777089
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